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Limit Cycle Oscillation
Background
Limit Cycle Oscillations or LCOs result from nonlinearities in the structure or aerodynamic forces
limiting the amplitude of oscillations due to aeroelastic interaction. [1,3] An example of non-linear
structural behavior is when the local effective stiffness increases with amplitude. Non-linear
aerodynamics can include flow discontinuities and attached shockwaves in transonic flow. [5]
Control surfaces can introduce nonlinearities from excessive free play, potentially from loose
actuator bearings or hinges contributing to LCO behavior. Additionally, carriage of certain external
stores on fighter aircraft, such as the F-16 and F-18 can exhibit limit amplitude instabilities. Much
like its flutter counterpart, LCO can be mitigated by increasing damping and/or detuning the critical
mode through material or geometric changes. Often eliminating free play is sufficient. [2]
LCOs defined by an oscillation amplitude that “stabilizes” at a constant value instead of diverging as
in classical flutter. Increases in dynamic pressure may increase LCO amplitudes. While it is possible
for the LCO amplitude to increase beyond the structural integrity of the aircraft, the oscillations do
not diverge in the sense of flutter. [1] While LCO is often not immediately destructive, the LCO
vibration can reduce the useful life of the structures due to fatigue, adversely impact ride quality,
and impair the pilot’s ability to perform. Thus, the ability to predict and eliminate LCOs is very
important during design, especially for aircraft flying near the limits of the linear assumptions. [4]
A Hopf diagram, figure XX is a convenient way to visualize or understand LCO’s. The defining
characteristic of a LCO is the tendency for oscillations greater than the LCO amplitude to decrease
(dampen) to a limited amplitude while oscillations that are smaller than the limit oscillation
amplitude will increase to the limit cycle amplitude. In the Hopf diagram, the x-axis shows
displacement and the y-axis shows velocity. A neutrally stable mass-spring oscillator would look like
a circle (or an ellipse depending on scaling) on the Hopf diagram.

Figure XX: Hopf diagram showing the nature of Limit Cycle Oscillation.
Applications:
While LCO tends to be more of a fatigue concern than one of immanent catastrophe it is still important
to conduct testing in a deliberate build up approach. The LCO amplitude tends to increase with dynamic
pressure (there are exceptions to this related mostly to the Mach dip phenomenon at transonic
speeds). It is imperative that the LCO amplitude is not allowed to reach a level that would exceed the
structural integrity of the aircraft. Because the deflection (and therefore the strain) on the aircraft is
directly related to the acceleration amplitude and the frequency of the LCO mode, it is possible to
construct an abort criteria that relates the acceleration amplitude and the frequency of the LCO. An
example of such an abort criteria is presented in figure xxx below.

Figure xxx: Typical abort criteria for LCO testing. AFFTC-PA-10192.

As with flutter the buildup approach is conducted increasing Mach/altitude along constant airspeed
(KEAS) lines, decreasing altitude along constant Mach lines, increasing Mach along a constant altitude,
or increasing angle of attack at a constant flight condition. Each test condition must be monitored and
the aircraft only cleared to accelerate to the next test condition after the data has been
analyzed. Typical monitoring and analysis screens for LCO testing include strip charts for key parameters
which often include accelerometers on stores and wingtips, state parameters such as Mach, Altitude,
normal acceleration, and angle of attack, and Lissajous plots relating two critical parameters like wing tip
torsion and store pitch. An excitation system is not strictly required for this testing because the
oscillations are self-exciting, however it is desirable for subcritical testing as well as low amplitude
testing. It is also useful to distinguish between an undamped mode and a LCO.

Figure xxx: Example strip charts for Highly damped (well below LCO speed), lowly damped (Near LCO
speed), and undamped (at or above LCO speed).

Notional test procedures will look something like:

1. Accelerate to test condition (observe strip chart and knock-it-off if two or three consecutive
cycles exceed the uniform abort criteria).
2. Stabilize on test condition (double check frequency of LCO, amplitude, and abort
amplitude. Knock-it-off if LCO amplitude exceeds limit.
3. Proceed to next test point and start over at step 1.
4. Note: keep an eye on state parameters to make sure pilots are not trying to set up for next test
point before they are cleared.

To determine between a zero damped mode and LCO, stabilize at a condition with steady sinusoidal
response. Excite the structure using a sinusoidal excitation of the same frequency as the mode. When
response stabilizes above the original amplitude, stop the excitation. If the amplitude decays to the
original amplitude it is a LCO. If the amplitude stays at the higher value it is a zero damped mode. If it is
not possible to excite the mode to a higher amplitude it may be a LCO with a hard stop like a control
surface stop that prevents the amplitude from increasing.
For new aircraft programs there is a gap between flutter testing and LCO testing. That is flutter testing
is restricted from testing below 3 percent structural damping and LCO testing routinely tests at 0
percent damping. For legacy platforms it is accepted as normal fair, but for new aircraft is a serious
matter to transition from flutter testing to LCO testing. Linear flutter analysis that is typically used by
airframe contractors will predict flutter at the LCO speed because the nonlinearities can be linearized in
a small region around the nominal position. In order to transition to from flutter testing to LCO testing
the program must build confidence that the phenomenon is nonlinear and will result in LCO rather than
flutter. It appears to be lost to antiquity how legacy programs like F-16 or F-18 have accomplished this
transition. For newer aircraft there are a few factors that could be helpful in building that
confidence. First, a close examination of the mechanism that causes the instability. If there are nonlinarites that would tend to bound the oscillation. For example a control surface that is near the stops at
subcritical conditions or can theoretically survive full stop to stop motion at the frequency of
interest. Another example would be external stores configurations that will rapidly stiffen after any
free-play in the rigging is exceeded. Again analysis of stores oscillating from stop to stop at the
frequency of interest could be accomplished to assure structural integrity. Second, high fidelity nonlinear analysis can be used to incorporate nonlinearities both in the fluid and the structure and turned
on and off to validate the mechanism. Third, wind tunnel testing could be used to assure the oscillation
doesn’t become fully divergent. Fourth, if the system is unmanned, full scale open air testing could be
considered if it is deemed cheaper to potentially lose the aircraft or more advantageous to the program
than the alternatives.
In summary, the critical considerations while testing the LCO characteristics are establish abort criteria
based on conservative estimate of structural integrity, Use build up approach to testing and monitor and

clear point to point, and be exhaustive in efforts to build confidence in the LCO mechanism before
transitioning from flutter testing to LCO testing.
Historical examples have included stores testing on fighter jets [6] and wind tunnel models such as the
truss-braced wing. [7]
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